Romeo and Juliet Balcony
The symbol we have chosen for this label is the Giulietta balcony
in Verona.
Among the main attractions of the city, it remains famous in the
world to be the symbol of the romantic dialogue of the two lovers
under the moonlight.
As in reality the balcony stands out in the front of the brick façade,
we find it protagonist of the label.
Although the myth of the existence of Juliet’s balcony remains
totally immersed in the mystery, we like to think of this symbol as
an opening towards the world, towards discovery ... discovery of
flavors that wine itself hides.

The idea arises from the intention to represent the most emblematic element of the novel, and to reduce it to the minimum terms.
In this way the element becomes immediately legible and recognizable, even if considerably reduced in scale.
With the aim of making the label more attractive, even if seen
from afar, it was decided to bring the bows with a golden paper.
The result is a timeless bottle label with decisive features, with a
rigorous structure that finds its strength in the distinctly material
elements.

The Label
During the design phase we have foreseen the use of white laid
paper which allows us to bring the graphic back to an artisanal
dimension.
To the effect of high-relief printing is added the opaque gold foil
used with knowledge on the arches and some details of the label,
thus giving further value.
The choice of using opaque tones generates continuity with the
roughness of the paper.

Sizes and Details
Heigt: 125 mm - Top width: 75 - Bottom width 65mm
White Paper
White Laid Paper
Embossed
Debossed Gold
Black Relief Embossed Glossy : Nodo D’amore, Trevenezie,
I.G.P. , Farina
Red Relief Embossed Glossy : Rosso
Debossed Gold : Nilpeter

